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Moderator Tyrone G. Faulds: I’m Ty Faulds, the Chair of the Committee on Life Insurance Financial Reporting,
and this session is an update from our committee on our recent activities.

Joining me today are two of our esteemed members on CLIFR. Wally Bridel has been heading up our subgroup
that’s doing the calibration of interest rate model work, and a lot of today’s meeting will be his update. Edward
Gibson is heading up our mortality subgroup. And the rest of the meeting is largely his. I’m going to say a few com-
ments about all the other work that our committee is doing but I’m going to try and keep that very quick and brief.

There are the members of CLIFR. I’m not going to read them out but if you do have any questions feel free
to contact me or any of those individuals. We do tend to have a changeover of our members in the next month or
so, so some of these names will be changing but most of them will still be around.

In terms of what have we been doing lately, We did produce our normal fall letter in November of last year
on the guidance for the 2007 valuation. We produced a Notice of Intent in terms of changing the standards for
foreign exchange and I’m going to say a few more words about the feedback we got on that Notice of Intent in a
few minutes. We did produce an educational note on the considerations and the valuation of Seg. Fund products.

There are actually two initiatives underway on Seg. Funds, largely started from a letter that OSFI had sent to
the Institute a number of years ago outlining a number of issues they felt needed to be dressed in Seg. Funds. This
paper addressed about six of those issues. There is a task force addressing a number of the other issues. It is focussed
on Seg. Fund modeling issues. And that task force is headed up by Geoff Hancock.

Also in January of 2008 we did give some guidance about the latest round of proposals from the Department
of Finance around how they are going to react to fair value accounting. The main issue there is that the proposal is
still not substantively acted, and unfortunately I think we’re going to have to give further guidance about it this fall.

On the currency Notice of Intent we did get significant feedback on the notice and so we have not proceeded
at this point to the exposure draft. I think in the Notice of Intent we had indicated that we would be sending out
an exposure draft this spring. That will not happen.

The proposal for currency was to use currency forwards or if those aren’t available derive a proxy currency for-
ward by using interest rate differentials as your best estimate,.and then to set up an MFAD and have that margin
range from five to 50%. This proposal is consistent with what has been in the fall letter for about the last two to
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three years. However when we did propose to add this into the standards we did get a fair amount of feedback about
the proposals.

In summary, there were a number of questions around the direction. With international standards on the

horizon and interest and mismatch not being part of that paradigm, I think there was a concern that this proposal
was increasing the MFADs for currency over what was in the current standards and that seemed to be a little in-
consistent with the direction of international standards.

There were a number of questions about the use of the risk neutral as a best estimate assumption with the feel-
ing that there is already some margin in a risk neutral assumption. I think there may be but since on a currency
you’re looking at both sides of the equation, if there is an MFAD in one direction, then you actually have a neg-
ative MFAD on the other side.

So given that input we’ve decided to take a step back and do a little more research and we hope to be bring-
ing back a proposal probably this fall or thereabouts. Dale Mathews, who is the incoming vice chair of CLIFR has
agreed to take that task on.

The rest is just all the other guidance that we’ve given over the last couple of years. I am not going to go
through this. All of this information is available on the website. On the CIA website if you go to the CLIFR por-
tion of that website you’ll find all of these documents and be able to actually get them. I think it just shows that
we are a very busy committee and we continue to be.

We had talked about providing further guidance on the treatment of income tax when we prepared the uni-
versal life educational note. This was largely prompted by suggestions on how unit trusts should be treated in the
valuation. At that time the Income Tax Act treated unit trust very favourably and there was a lot of concern that
that favourable treatment would not last very long and to assume that it was in the valuation was inappropriate.
The current standards suggest that you do use the current Income Tax Act and regulations when you set your li-
abilities. So it suggested in that instance that you should be recognizing that benefit.

With the Finance proposal that just was announced last November, they basically have announced that they
are getting rid of that particular issue for us, or at least decreasing the benefit of that quite significantly. The work-
ing group that we had working on this particular issue, and also CLIFR and the CIA, believed that the current
standards of practice did give the actuary sufficient flexibility to address these situations on a one-off basis instead
of trying to come up with wording that could cover all of the situations where you might not want to assume the
current taxes forever.

We are in the process of revising the Draft Educational Note on the Valuation of Universal Life Policy Lia-
bilities to reflect the Finance proposal, and we intend to publish that in a final form if approved by the Practice
Council once the Finance proposal is substantively enacted.

Edward Gibson is heading up a subgroup of CLIFR that is trying to take the guidance that’s currently in the
fall letter and produce an educational note with hopefully a little bit more meat to it on establishing investment
return assumptions for non-fixed income assets. We hope to have that out before the Appointed Actuary Seminar,
and the members on that group are noted here.

We are also working on a group life and health educational note. This is just basically taking one of the old
valuation technique papers and updating it and making it into an educational note. We’re hoping to release this
as an educational note again before the Appointed Actuary seminar. We have made very few changes to the old
valuation technique paper. It’s been updated slightly to reflect the current standards and to reflect current group
practises and we’ve added some additional guidance because of things like Section 3855.

The subgroup members are noted here. Whitman Wu is now leading up this group.
We have just sent two Notices of Intent to the Actuarial Standards Board. Ed Gibson will talk about the mor-

tality Notice of Intent in a few minutes.
With respect to segregated funds, in the educational note we released in the fall we had identified two areas

where we felt changes to standards would be appropriate. The first of these had to do with a segregated fund that
had no constraints around the liability. Our proposed change was to make the treatment of those contracts
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consistent with the treatment of ones that didn’t have any constraints. At the current time some people reading
those standards were projecting the segregated funds out for the full expected life of the contract because it did have
no ability to adjust.

The other change had to do with the impact when you hedge. When you implement a hedging program for
your segregated funds you get some very unreasonable results from the hedging program because of the term of
the liability which largely translates into a zero floor. The proposed change is essentially to recognize both the
value of the liability and the value of its associated hedge when you are applying those constraints.

That Notice of Intent did go to the Actuarial Standards Board. It was approved last Friday and it should be
coming out as soon as the French translation finishes.

With that I’m going to turn the podium over to Wally, who is going to talk about the calibration group.

Speaker Wallace A. Bridel: Thanks Ty. What I’m going to talk about today is the calibration work that we’ve been
doing for probably about a year and a half now, so it has been an evolutionary process. Some of the material that
we’ve presented along the way to get some initial feedback but I have some new information as well so I want to
get through some of the older ones a little bit more quickly. Some of the faces in the crowd I know have seen this
before and we’ll focus on the newer material and newer directions.

I also want to spend a little bit of time on background as to what we’re talking about when we’re looking at
interest rate models. What the issues are, why we’re looking at calibration. We’ll run through the derivation of the
initial calibration criteria that we have, some model testing that we’ve done, findings that we’ve obtained from the
model testing. And then finally circle back to say: “Have we addressed the issue? or do we think we’re at least
going in the direction that will address the issues?”

So first, what is an interest rate model? Generally speaking it’s a tool to generate possible future interest rate
curves and if you compare that to equity, for example, usually when you’re projecting equity returns you’re talk-
ing about one number that you’re projecting out into the future. For interest rates, because you’re dealing with an
interest rate curve from short term to But I just want to make that point that our focus has been on the long end,
or the long term interest rate itself and how that develops from the current point in time out over 50, 60, 80, 100
years of projections.

The models, whatever is chosen always starts with the current curve, and projects stochastic paths along each
of the selected curve points. Again for us the focus has been just on that long term single point right now. And the
parameters typically would include, in addition to the starting rate an assumption for the long term mean expec-
tation. And this, it’s a key assumption because it’s over the long period of time I expect the distribution of rates to
be above and below that rate that that’s the central tendency if you like in the projection.

Volatility is also an important parameter in the models.
And finally, mean reversion, which reflects the strength or the force of that, the pull towards that long term

expectation. And the volatility and the mean reversion combined can really define how some of these distributions
take shape and unfold.

So just for an example one common interest rate model that you may hear people using is a Cox-Ingersoll-
Ross. It’s a function of R(t), where R is the long term interest rate. So the rate at time t is a function of that same
rate in the prior period t-1 and the alpha is the mean reversion parameter. It’s a weighting between the interest rate
in the prior period until the long-term assumption that I’m trying to gravitate to. And then finally the Z(t) is the
stochastic term that brings the volatility into the equation.

The three other common models are Vasicek, Brendan Schwartz and multiplicative shock that generally play
on a variation of Cox-Ingersoll-Ross. Cox-Ingersoll-Ross uses a square root of the rate for the volatility compo-
nent, the other models don’t and things like that. But generally those are the common features.

So what does all of this look like? In this graph I’ve captured four random scenarios that I took from a Cox-
Ingersoll-Ross model. Again it’s the development of the long term interest rate that happened to start at 4.23%
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when we started this work, and so you can see how the scenarios play out. And so each one of them will rise and
fall all trying to move to that long term average point which I believe was about 6 _% for this run.

The two orange overlays are actually the CALM deterministic scenarios one and two. So it’s the grade to 5%

and grade to 12% scenarios. I took these from the CLIFR fall letter and the rolling average component actually had
the rates a little bit under 12%. I think it was 4.6% and 11.6% which is why you see they’re down a little bit there.
But generally speaking you’re looking at interest scenarios that are somewhat bounded by those two extremes.

You do see, particularly on the sort of reddish brown scenario that rates rise very rapidly initially and exceed
the development of that high interest rate curve. But then they fall back down after about 20 years. Way, way out
around 54, 59 years it actually drops down below the five percent. In some of the other scenarios you can see they
start lower, they move high, they come down. When we actually measure the calibration rather than looking at
specific scenarios what we look at is the probability distribution of all of these scenarios at each point in time and
I have some other graphs that show that later.

Okay, so when you have this model, how do you choose the parameters? One approach is to look at histori-
cal data and derive maximum likelihood estimates for the parameters. Another approach is to apply judgement,
or some combination of both. And both of these have problems. If you choose history what period do you choose?
The parameters can be very sensitive to the historical period that is chosen. If you use judgement, then what’s rea-
sonable? Even the choice of the model can impact. There are simpler models and there are more complex models
that get into regime switching to reflect different periods of volatility and things like that.

So what’s the issue? With no guidance or calibration there’s a potential for a wide range of results. One ex-
ample is actually the multiplicative shock model which is publicly available and has been used in the past for Seg.
Fund modeling work. And it goes back probably about four or five years when this was published and the pa-
rameters were derived; it’s all available.

The problem is with where rates are now, the future pattern of interest rates are all higher than the current
low interest rates that we’re seeing. And this is reflected in the next graph. And so here we have the probability dis-
tribution results, and you can see that initially the rates do drop down so you get some low rates but by the time
you move out about the ten year point or so the rates have actually drifted up given the strong mean reversion to
the long term expectation. And when you’ve reached that point of stability, or what we call steady state, where all
the scenarios themselves are still moving up and down, but the distribution has reached the stable point, you can
see that you’re dealing with scenarios that never again come back down to the four percent level which is where
we are currently. And we see that as an issue and many other people would as well.

I pulled in just two other examples from the Cox-Ingersoll-Ross model that I had used before. Here it’s a
longer time horizon to get to the stable point, and so I’m using this as the base.

In the next slide I altered the parameters just a little bit. I put in a stronger mean reversion and I adjusted my
long term expectation down to a lower number, which might first appear to be a conservative thing to do when
what actually happens is my upper rates are now much lower. I was running rates up close to 12% before, now
I’m not even getting as high as ten. And on the low end as well my fifth and my tenth point have also migrated a
little bit further up. So although my long term expectation is lower, it’s being overridden by the strength of my
mean reversion and I’m not getting those low rates. So if I have an exposure to low rates in the valuation, I’m
probably not capturing the full impact that I want to see.

Okay, hence the need for calibration points, calibration criteria. So in our initial work we looked at the long term
horizon for the long term rates. We thought we would start at the back end, get something that was satisfactory at
the steady state and then work it forward to a shorter timeframe. We did look at historical experience. There are
highs and there are lows that are captured in that experience. And we wanted not to be limited only to Canadian his-
torical experience but to look at other developed markets, as well, the US and some of the European countries.

And when we looked at Canadian rates over the last 70 years, which is really the period of good data I would
say on this, you can see three very distinct periods. T’hrough the 30’s and 50’s rates were very low, very stable for
about a 20 year period. Starting at about the mid-50’s or so there was a fairly steady run up in interest rates to the
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very high rates that we saw in the late 70’s and early 80’s. And since then almost a fairly steady reversal trend back
down to the current low level again. How long will this low level persist? It’s hard to say.

And when we looked at US rates the history goes back a little bit further but generally speaking we’re seeing

much the same pattern there as well.
There can be many, many reasons for why those interest rates exhibited the patterns that they did. Some of

the key components were maybe the low interest rates through the depression in World War II, moving off the
gold standard, the high inflation that triggered high interest rates in the 70’s and 80’s, and then finally central
banks responding and taking a more active position to control inflation. And we see the rates coming down over
that period as well.

Now you can get into lots of debate as to how those are directly linked or not, but we have the discussion be-
cause we are trying to say what can happen in the future. We can’t assume the monetary and fiscal position we have
now is going to persist for the next 100 years that we’re trying to project for.

So basically our approach to interpreting the data was to be guided by history but with judgement applied.
And we focussed in the tail so we didn’t worry too much about the central rates but really focussing on the tenth
and lower percentiles in the left tail and the low interest rates, and the 90th and above on the high rates. As I said
we reviewed all of the data that we had available to us.

Generally we believe that the past at best can give an indication of how the future may look but there are no
guarantees. The economies and markets will move in cycles. We believe there will be extremes; there will be cycles.
We will see periods of high rates, at least for short term periods, and periods of low rates. And I guess our basic po-
sition is that we don’t feel that we can assume that any of the highs or the lows from the past can never happen again.

So when we brought this altogether this is what we had for our initial calibration criteria for the long inter-
est rate and the long horizon where we’re talking 40 or 60 years out into the projection. And you can see, com-
pared to history, at the two and a half percentile point and the fifth point we did actually end up fairly close to
the historical data numbers there for 36 to 07 period. (TH This does not make sense, but I don’t have any ideas
other than to delete “36 to 07 period” And similarly on the right tail where we’re closer on the 95th and the 97 _.

I just want to take a moment to mention the 10th and the 90th because this is where it becomes a little bit
more significant because you see we’re not as low as history on the left tail, and not as high as history on the right.
And why that’s significant is when we look at the more extreme tail points the calibration does require the same
level of extreme, at least short term extremes that we have seen in history. What the tenth and the 90th points mean
is that we’re not requiring the same extent of sustained lows and sustained highs that is in the historical period and
so that’s where we end up with some more leeway.

From there we moved into model testing. We wanted to see if what we would consider to be reasonably pa-
rameterized models would satisfy the calibration criteria or not. We didn’t necessarily want to be able to satisfy
the calibration with all model forms but at the same time it would be a problem if we couldn’t get there with any-
thing that was available, and luckily that wasn’t the case. We concentrated on the four main models that I men-
tioned earlier.

So far our work has focussed on single regime models or the simpler version of these models and we have
worked with unconstrained or MLE driven parameterizations for these models as well as introducing constrained
parameters, weaker mean reversion, and things like that in order to test the fit.

Just to give you some reference points again about how data can be very dependent on the historical period,
this was provided to us by one of the members of CLIFR that wasn’t on the working group, but he was good enough
to provide these. You can really see that for the mean reversion strength , or the parameter which is the inverse of
the mean reversion strength, if I choose a 36 to 70 year period my mean reversion strength is very weak at 70 years.
Contrast this to the shorter periods of 36 to 56 where we had those very low rates that didn’t vary much at all. It
was very strong mean reversion that you would derive from that data of only two years. And similarly if you were
to choose other points you can get 15, 34, ten, so this really emphasizes one of the problems of taking a historical
approach and deriving from the data that is very, very sensitive to the period that you actually choose to use.
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The initial result that we found was that all of the models could satisfy the calibration criteria. Vasicek model
had to be adjusted a fair bit to fit their criteria and did produce some extreme values including negative interest
rates on the left tail, and some other undesirable features. The other models tended to fit better. In general our con-

clusion was that the single regime models - not all of them, but some of them - could be adjusted to meet the cal-
ibration criteria. But moving into a more sophisticated regime switching model is likely to satisfy more easily.

And graphically you can see it here. The pink line is the Vasicek, and you can see that it’s really away from
the calibration criteria and away generally from the other model results so that that form just doesn’t respond that
well to the criteria that we’ve laid out.

One of the other things that we found with the testing, was that although we’ve specified six calibration
points, three in each tail, we actually find that the models tend to be dependent on only two points. That’s the crit-
ical point. So Vasicek and Cox-Ingersoll-Ross models have fatter low rate tails and are more constrained by the tenth
and the 97 _ percentiles. Brandon Schwartz and multiplicative shock are more right tail heavy and so they’re at
shifts at the two and a half and the 90th. So really what that means is if you’re using that model form and you can
satisfy the two and a half and the 90th you’re likely satisfying the other three points as well, at least for the single
regime models. And this table just emphasizes that a little bit further with the key points highlighted in the pur-
ple color there.

Okay, some new information that we’ve been discussing more recently. We’re not completely sold on this yet
but I did want to share it today. Up until this time we’ve always assumed that the calibration would be done based
on current interest rates. And when you talk about the steady state it should be independent of that starting rate
so that assumption seemed to be fine. In practise with the relatively weak mean reversion that we were using it can
take a long time for that steady state to actually emerge. And so what we started to discuss was instead of calibrating
at the current interest rate why not allow people to calibrate models at something close to that long term average
expectation and to cut off the period that you would do your measurement.

And so what we’re considering is to start the calibration at the six percent rate and to measure by 60 years or
earlier. The one piece that then has to go along with that though is when you calibrate the model off to the side,
which you’re probably doing several months before year end for example, you need to be able to pick up that
model, run it on the current interest rate that you’re using for the valuation and produce identical patterns of re-
sults if you like. And so to do that we would then have to introduce requirements around running the identical
model, the parameters for the model would have to be the same, such as the number of scenarios and the seed that’s
used for the random number generator, in order to ensure that that exact same model is being run for the valua-
tion. Otherwise you do run the risk of producing scenarios that can look quite a bit different.

And there’s two practical issues that this addresses as well. One is if you calibrated your model to a current
interest rate and then interest rates change there’s the potential that you would no longer satisfy the calibration cri-
teria and would have to recalibrate your model. And that’s not something that we would want to force people to
have to do. And the other practical consideration as I mentioned a lot of times you’ll be looking at calibrating your
model, generating scenarios well in advance of the actual valuation date, and in a lot of cases performing the val-
uation in advance of the valuation date as well. And so this provides a little bit of insulation against doing the val-
uation early and then by the time the valuation date rolls around if interest rates have moved that your model fails,
you have a problem at that point.

So have the issues been addressed? Will this narrow the range of practise in terms of scenarios produced? I
would say yes. That very first graph that we saw with the multiplicative shock, and you know the high scenarios
all higher than current you wouldn’t be able to use anymore.

What about the choices of model? Likely some narrowing of range of practice there, particularly for simple
model forms.

The other big question is does this encourage the use of stochastic models? Or conversely does it at least not
discourage the use of stochastic models? And what we’re currently doing there with another subgroup of CLIFR
that we just started was to do some testing of reserve impacts for some sample products so that we could do a sto-
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chastic valuation compared to the current CALM work just to assess what reserve impacts there may be. Because
definitely one discouragement of moving to stochastic is if you’re faced with higher reserves you’re likely going to
continue to use the deterministic approach.

Okay, what we focussed on over the last few months, and it’s not quite finalized, is the shorter horizon for that
long term interest rate. And here it differs from the steady state where we say it’s independent of the starting rate;
you develop it out and you reach that stable point. When you look at shorter horizons then this does depend on
the starting interest rate. We are closer to a decision. We weren’t quite all the way there yet. We’ve been examin-
ing two year and ten year points with considerations for one year and 20. And the way we’ve seen it is we could
take three different approaches here. One is to look at a fixed rate as we have for the steady state. So I would say
ten years out ten percent of the time you have to be below 2.8% or something like that. And the same with the
right tail. And there we would have to have actually different sets of rates to reflect different starting interest rate
environments in picking up on that sensitivity.

The other approach that we considered is to look at a spread. So if we looked at the tenth and the 90th point,
for example, asking what the difference in those rates is and saying it has to be greater than 300 basis points be-
tween the high and the low for example.

And then the third approach would be to look at the ratios between those two points. So the ratio of the
90th over the tenth had to be at least 250%.

What we prefer to go with at this point is the first approach which is a fixed rate, specific rate criteria and then
we would have different sets that would apply in different starting interest rate environments.

Our goals right now are to finalize two and ten year criteria this summer. Which would then have complete
calibration with the long-term interest rate from the current point in time out through steady state. We expect to
have some qualitative guidance as well around extreme rates that should be seen in the model, as well as sustained
highs and lows. And we are currently working on a draft educational note to pass to the practice council in that
respect. What we then want to do is circle back to the shorter and medium term interest rates on the interest rate
curve and try to have something out there in the fall. At least if we’re dealing with Canadian risk free rates.

Beyond 2008, and this is where we get into there’s multiple phases to this work, but looking at US dollar rates,
disinvestment, credit spreads in other markets, correlations have all come up from members with comments. And
also to monitor the American Academy work which at one point was on pretty well the same track as we were if
not a little bit further ahead. Unfortunately they didn’t publish and in many ways had actually circled back and
are recovering some of the ground that they had already walked down before. So it’s a little bit fuzzy in terms of
where they stand right now and when they might get something out.

We have been looking for feedback. We’ve received some from the Appointed Actuaries Committee. We’ve
also started to share a lot of this work with the Committee on Investment Practice and get some of their comments
and feedback. And of course from any interested members as well that want to provide some thoughts and com-
ments. Any of the following working group contacts here would be happy to speak to you on this. I’m sure all of
you are familiar with at least one name on the list that you can contact, other than me.

…(laughing)…

I don’t recognize this slide. Oh, that’s Ed’s.

…(laughing)…

Speaker Edward Gibson: And, like Wally said this is an updated version of a presentation that’s been given pre-
viously. So, and this is an update on the Mortality Improvement Subcommittee. And the goal of the subcommit-
tee is to propose a mortality improvement basis for annuity and life insurance valuation. And you’ll see in a little
while that we expanded on that goal just a little bit, or at least the scope of it.
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There are the subcommittee members there. A few of them are in the room today. And the current draft of
the proposal that we have in place is that we establish a minimum reserve prescribed basis for the valuation of life
insurance and annuity business. And the Appointed Actuary may establish a different basis, for example a differ-

ent combination of best estimate and MFAD, as long as the subsequent reserves are at least as high as those es-
tablished under the prescribed basis. So that’s kind of the approach that we came up with for Canadian business.
And for other countries we were suggesting that they use experience, if available, or the Canadian basis if the ex-
perience isn’t available.

And what is this minimum reserve prescribed basis? Well the base or best estimate - and one of the many de-
bates that our subcommittee is having is what to call the starting point - the base or best estimate improvement
scales would be the same for all in force business, whether it’s life insurance, death supported business or annuity
business. And we used the results from population studies from Mary Hardy’s paper, and the data was from 1921
to 2002, so we used the full data. And so that’s your starting point.

And then the mortality improvement assumption would have it’s own margin. And the margin would depend
on whether the business is, and some people don’t like this term, but anyway, is life supported? life support sys-
tem? but anyway, longevity supported. What are we going to call it? Something. We’ll come up with something
wonderful.

…(laughing)…

Or death supported. I actually didn’t mind life supported, but anyway.
This next chart shows the proposed basis. And these are again the starting point rates. So this is before you

apply the margin. This is the starting point improvement rate and it’s on an attained age basis. So, for example, if
you happen to have a 20-year old that you’re looking at, the q 20 improvement rate as you go into the future
would be 2% a year. If you happen to look at a 70 year old it would be 1% a year and so on. The green line is the
proposed basis and it basically was derived from the Hardy study rates, and the male and female rates are shown
on the chart here. It generally tracks pretty closely for most ages. It’s a little bit lower for ages up to 40. And what
the subcommittee felt was for the most part that’s generally life insurance business. So on a life insurance business
side, that would be mildly conservative. So we accepted this approach.

This next chart then shows how the margins get applied. And on the annuity side the margin would be in an
upward direction. And the same thing would actually apply to death supported life insurance business. And on the
insurance side the maximum rates are shown in whatever color, pink? Something like that. Anyway, they’re shown

in pink there. And that would be the maximum rates that you could apply for insurance. And we actually had on
and off discussions about whether to establish two sets of figures. So for example on the insurance side should we
have a maximum and a minimum? But we felt practically speaking the minimum would affectively be zero which
is where people are at today, and so we basically really focussed on what the minimum reserve basis would be.

I’m trying to think if there was another point I was going to make there. Nope.
We felt that population data over the maximum duration was a better source than insurance or annuity study

data because it would be more reliable and it wouldn’t have as much influence of things like underwriting im-
provements over time, or the transition of smoking patterns over time. And the rates are the same for males and
females, and I’ll touch on this again. And the improvement rates would be established for the first 25 years only,
and then set at zero percent. The margins would be set at an appropriate level of aggregation. At this time we’re
probably likely going to recommend that at the very least annuity business be set separately from the life business.

There was some discussion about if there’s underlying population mortality improvement you would have an
internal hedge if you had a lot of annuity and insurance business. But we weren’t comfortable with building that
hedge into the joint policy liability basis at this point. So the recommendation will likely be that annuity business
be separated. Whereas you should be able to combine death supported life business with life supported of a sim-
ilar nature. For example long term insurance blocks that might be reinsured.
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And I just wanted to provide a couple of quotations. Mary Hardy’s team did an extensive report, well over
100 pages; it’s published on the SOA website and we’re going to be working to get it published or at least linked
to the CIA website, but two specific comments that were made I just wanted to draw to the attention of the mem-

bership. The first is that the actual report was initiated by CLIFR and the Society of Actuaries. And her initial focus
was on insurance data, but she relatively quickly gravitated to the population data because she felt it was a data
source. And we’re actually using her data for both insurance and annuity business and I guess I just wanted to draw
your attention to the quote from the Hardy report, “The interpretation of our results for practical application be-
longs with the regulators in discussions with the Canadian Institute of Actuaries.” So even though the initial study
was for insurance business, I don’t think that she’s declaring that you can only use this for insurance business or
that you shouldn’t use it for annuity or whatever. I think she’s done pure research and it’s up to the profession, and
I guess the regulators as appropriate to determine how to use that pure research. So it’s almost like a separation of
state and church. No, it’s not like that.

Anyway, the other quote is, “For the purpose of total balance sheet solvency, that is, including provision for
adverse deviation and MCCSR there is no evidence to allow for mortality improvement.” And, that statement has
sometimes been referred to which is why I wanted to talk about it specifically. What she is declaring is if you’re
looking at a 97% confidence level you can’t take, you can’t be sure, you can’t, sorry, what’s a good way to describe
it? Her study said that you can (TH I think this should be “can’t) have 97% confidence that there will be some
level of mortality improvement. And if you want 100% confidence then you can’t be reassured. So the way we in-
terpreted that is asking are we trying to set our reserves at a 97% confidence level? And generally the answer is no.
We want our reserves to be in the CTE(60) to CTE(80) range which is say roughly a 75% confidence level. So
from a policy liability perspective there is very much evidence that mortality improvement has existed for 90 years
in the past, and it’s reasonable to extrapolate it, maybe not forever but for at least 25 years.

Now I must admit when you read this if you want to look at it from a total balance sheet provision there could
be some argument that could be made that from a total balance sheet including required capital you might want
to get yourself back to a level of zero mortality improvement. But that becomes a capital issue. That’s not really a
policy liability issue.

Okay, back to some of the aspects of the proposal. Why unisex rates? To try to explain this we actually turned
to the Menard Wade Report that was released in May 2007. Jean-Claude Ménard is the chief actuary at OSFI? He’s
a very important person at OSFI.

…(laughing)…

And Wade is in a similar position in the United States. And they released a report showing population data
which shows mortality improvement rates over various time periods. And that’s where it was kind of interesting
because this is really one of the debates that we had is, is if you look at the, sorry, I’m going to flip back. If you
look at the Hardy study you’re very tempted to use female rates that are higher than male rates. But intuitively most
members of the subcommittee actually felt that the opposite should be the case, that male improvement rates
should be higher than female improvement rates. So do you go with your gut? Or do you go with the data? Or do
you go with the approach that we ended up with?

Well the Menard Wade report sort of gave some indications as to why there’s this dichotomy of opinions, and
if you look at a long period of data, in this case 70 years, you’re back to the Hardy conclusion which is that females
are higher than males, yup, that’s the answer. If you go to a mid-range period, 35 years, actually they’re pretty
close to the same. And if you look at more recent data, oh, well then you go to what our intuition was telling us.
So what we decided to do is stick with the information there, go with a unisex set of rates, and that’s our basis. So
I just wanted to give you some background as to the thought process behind that particular decision, because it
wasn’t made lightly. There was a lot of extensive discussion around that.
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Going back to the improvement basis, for life insurance mortality improvement, the maximum improvement
rates as per the chart that I showed you earlier are equal to 50% of the base rates, that is effectively a 50% margin
on the improvement rate, and the maximum duration of improvements is 25 years. So if as the Appointed Actuary

you’re not comfortable with the 25 years in your valuation basis and you want to use less that’s okay. So this is a min-
imum prescribed valuation basis with special consideration for death supported policies. On the annuity side, it’s
now a minimum basis. Minimum improvement rates, 150% of the base rates, minimum duration, 25 years.

This slide just shows the proposed valuation basis compared against the currently promulgated modified AA
scale. And as you might expect here it’s more conservative. It’s a more conservative basis on the improvement side.
And, we’ve done some very limited testing, and it supported that, that it was a little bit more conservative on the
annuity side.

The other more recent discussions that our subcommittee has gone to, are the other mortality margins. Gen-
erally speaking the actuaries need margins for misestimation, and deterioration of the mean. What we’ve done
here is established a two sided margin for whatever business that you have that has a mortality risk that’s related
to deterioration of the mean. So we have a mortality improvement margin that covers this deterioration. So the
question becomes, how should we provide for the misestimation of the starting point?

And the options that were considered are the ones that are available today in the standards. One is the
k / ex approach which is used for life business. And the other is the percentage of q approach that’s used for
annuity business.

And the k / ex approach is more consistent with the binomial type risk. So actually it has more appeal to the
members of the subcommittee for that reason. It’s a higher percentage of q for younger individuals, and if it’s a bi-
nomial type risk that would make sense because there’s more volatility in the q rates for younger ages.

The percentage of q approach is currently used for annuities. And the question that we have as a subcommittee,
which I’m not sure we’ll ever have the answer to is, does it implicitly include a margin for the deterioration of the
mean? We actually think it does, because generally the percentage of q approach particularly for annuities is a
little bit higher than the k / ex approach.

So there are different approaches in the current standards: k / ex or percentage of q. The first debate that the
subcommittee had was should we continue two different approaches for the same underlying risk? Or do you go
with one approach? And our recommendation at this point is to use one approach. And if you’re going to use one
approach do you go with one of these two, or come up with a third? And we actually had some discussions about
a theoretical binomial approach and the interesting thing is the k / ex approach is actually somewhere in be-
tween a theoretical binomial approach and a percentage of q approach. So in the interest of a lot of the com-
promises that you probably see throughout this presentation, at this point we prefer the k / ex approach to cover
the mis-estimation of the mean for all of your business that has a mortality risk.

The proposed change has had some review from CLIFR but it’s still in the draft. Comments from the indus-
try are very welcome. As I said we’ve done very limited testing indicating material increases to annuity reserves, and
material decreases to life insurance reserves. And we invite CIA members to conduct further testing, and send us
your results.

We have had some concerns expressed already; you know we’ve got some feedback and had some good dis-
cussions about the feedback at our subcommittee level, and one of the concerns that’s been expressed a few times
is that the reserve basis we’re proposing is too aggressive for annuities. And whether you agree with that or not I
guess we just wanted to make the point that in any event the basis is more conservative than the current approach.
So if you’re not happy with this new approach you really shouldn’t be happy with the current approach. So again
it’s a step in the right direction at the very least.

The other comment is the annuity experience subcommittee research indicates very little mortality improve-
ment, which is also contradictory although again they’re going to probably be re-releasing some information and
we’ll see what that will tell us.
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The other comment that we’ve had some feedback on is that the reserve basis is too aggressive for life insurance
business. And for life business, I don’t mean the death supported, I mean just regular life business, and what that would
mean is the improvement rates are too high. And to be honest we did have extended discussions about having a dif-

ferent basis for insurance. And then we said well let’s use Mary Hardy’s study. We’ll use that for insurance.
But again the problem that we had there is our intuition was telling us maybe you want to be a little bit more

conservative. The data was telling us to go the other way. The insurance data particularly for males is quite a bit
higher. And I have a similar slide for females. Not quite as pronounced on the female side. So that was the chal-
lenge that we had as again intuitively a lot of us would have been more comfortable with using a lower basis for
insurance, but the data just wasn’t supporting it. And I should make the comment that Mary Hardy made in her
report, that the insurance data was less credible than the population data.

As Ty mentioned, we’ve sent a Notice of Intent to the Actuarial Standards Board. Did they also approve it?
Yep, they also approved it. So the Actuarial Standards Board will be soliciting feedback on this issue through the
publication of a Notice of Intent coming to your email or door shortly. The Notice of Intent will cover potential
changes to the following standards: 2350 06 and 2350 11 which deal with mortality improvement. And then 07
and 12 which deal with mortality margins. So the Notice of Intent will cover potential changes there. And an Ex-
posure Draft of these changes will be developed and released in the fall of 2008.

I’ve put a bullet here that says, because of how long due process takes, particularly with respect to standards
of practice, I said here it will likely become effective in 2009. Another way to say this is it will not become effec-
tive in 2008. The change process just takes too long to have an Exposure and Notice of Intent and feedback from
the industry. So as of 2008 the guidance with respect to mortality improvement will be very similar to what it was
in 2007. So we’re really looking forward to 2009 for this change.

And I believe that’s it for me.

Moderator Faulds:This is just a reminder about what Educational Notes mean and should be applied. And again
all of the information you can get on the CLIFR website.

At this point in time I would like to open the floor to any questions you have on any of the topics.

U-M: On the mortality improvement you said it’s not going to be effective until 2009. Will we be able to early
adopt?

Speaker Gibson: No.

…(laughing)…

Moderator Faulds: No.

…(laughing)…

Speaker Gibson: That was a closed question.

…(laughing)…

Moderator Faulds: Thank you all for your attention. This session is adjourned.

…(applause)…


